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Abstract 
In this paper, which extends the author’s previous work [6] on relative Z,-twisted vertex 
operators and twisted standard A?)-modules, the Jacobi identity for relative untwisted vertex 
operators, discovered by Dong and Lepowsky, is extended to multi-operator identities in the 
case of the A\‘)-lattice. Particular coefficients of these identities (coefficients of monomials in 
some of the formal variables of the identities) give generating function identities for untwisted 
standard A?)-modules. This procedure (together with Husu [6], Sections 2 and 3) discloses the 
analogy (from the point of view of relative vertex operators) between the constructions of 
twisted and untwisted standard A?)-representations. Moreover, exhibiting relative multi- 
operator identities and extracting coefficients of these identities at once, this procedure 
shows a method to improve and simplify the Z,-twisted counterpart procedure of constructing 
generating function identities for Z,-twisted standard A\‘)-modules in Husu (to appear), 
Section 3. 
0. Introduction 
The present paper is based on the previous work of the author [6] and on the work 
of Dong and Lepowsky Cl-33 on relative vertex operators, and, as the previous work, 
deals with standard (or integrable highest weight) representations of the prototypical 
affine Lie algebra A’,” and the theory of (relative) vertex operators. 
In the previous work [6] the author extended the main axiom of a vertex operator 
algebra, the Jacobi identity, to multi-operator identities, and, introducing a relative 
&-twisted Jacobi identity, showed that the generating function identities (discovered 
by Lepowsky and Wilson in [l 11, and for which see also [13]) used to construct the 
twisted standard representations of Ai’) are coefficients of multi-operator extensions 
of the relative Zz-twisted Jacobi identity (coefficients of monomials in the formal 
variables that do not appear in the vertex operators involved in the identities). The 
procedure of building multi-operator identities in [6] also uncovers in detail the 
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relationship between the Lepowsky-Wilson construction of standard A’,‘)-modules, 
the work of Meurman and Prime [14] on standard A$]-)-modules and the work of 
Zamolodchikov and Fateev [17] on parafermion algebras. 
The present paper was motivated by the study of the untwisted counterpart of the 
results in [6] concerning relative vertex operators and standard A’,‘) representations. 
In order to describe the content of the present work, we first recall some of the 
distinctions drawn between twisted and untwisted models. The realization of the affine 
Lie algebra A ‘1” by untwisted vertex operators (a realization also described as A’,‘) in 
the homogeneous picture, or A’,‘) with the homogeneous gradation) shows complica- 
tions with respect o its &twisted counterpart: this is mainly due to the fact that the 
untwisted vertex operators necessitate factors acting on the group algebra of the 
A’,‘)-lattice, factors that are not present in the twisted case (see [4,10,15] cf. [S, Ch. 3,4 
and 71. On the other hand, the point of view of the theory of vertex operator algebras 
(see [5, Ch. 8 and 91) and of relative vertex operators (see [l-3]) shows that the 
twisted vertex operator structure forms modules for the untwisted vertex operator 
algebra (corresponding to the same lattice): among other facts, this is due to calcu- 
lations involving in the untwisted case b-functions of only integral powers of the 
formal variables, namely 
6(z) = 1 z”, 
IIEZ 
calculations whose twisted counterparts involve b-functions of nonintegral (fractional) 
power of the formal variables, namely 
with m the positive integer (larger than 1) corresponding to the .&twisting of the 
affine Lie algebra. 
From the point of view of these distinctions and of the results of [6, Section 33, the 
construction of multi-operator extensions of the Jacobi identity for relative untwisted 
vertex operators in the present paper serves a double purpose: it provides, on the one 
hand, a new algorithm to study standard representations of affine Lie algebras, and, 
on the other hand, a new insight in the relationship between twisted and untwisted 
relative vertex operators, Z-algebras and parafermion algebras. In particular, the 
presence of one addendum only in the right-hand side of the relative untwisted Jacobi 
identity (see [2, Ch. 51; also recalled in the present work (1.15)) with respect o the 
presence of more than one term in the twisted counterparts (see [3] or, for the 
&-twisted version, see [6, Theorem 2.11) allows us in the present paper (Sections 3.1 
and 3.2) to simplify and to improve the procedure developed in [6], Section 3 of 
constructing multi-operator identities in the A’,” -case and to clarify the link between 
distinct forms of the Jacobi identity for vertex operators and standard A\‘)-modules. 
Section 1 of the present work contains the setting of relative untwisted vertex 
operators from [2] and, in particular, the generalized Jacobi identity for relative 
vertex operators in Ch. 5 of [a]. In particular, in this section we briefly recall the 
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untwisted part of the setting used to construct of relative Zz-twisted vertex operators 
as in [6, Section 2.11. 
In Section 2, after recalling the untwisted affine Lie algebra A’,‘) and the level 
k standard A’,‘)-modules (obtained as in [2] from the tensor product of k copies of the 
level 1 representations), we apply the (generalized) Jacobi identity for relative vertex 
operators to the level k standard modules, again following [2,6]. In particular, 
a coefficient of the Jacobi identity (a coefficient of a monomial in the formal variable 
that does not occur in the vertex operators on the left-hand side of the identity) gives 
the untwisted counterpart of Corollary 3.2 in [6]. This is the identity (2.40) of the 
present work. 
In Section 3, we first extend (in Section 3.1) the theorem of [6, Section 11, to the 
relative untwisted A$“-case: the result, that we shall call multi-operator extensions of 
the Jacobi identity for relative untwisted vertex operators in the A’,“-case, is contained 
in Proposition 3.2, of which Proposition 3.1 presents a particular case. Section 3.1, of 
which there is not a Zz-twisted counterpart in [6], is the main point in the improve- 
ment and simplification of the (Zz-twisted counterpart) procedure in [6, Section 3.43; 
the new procedure is described in detail by the following steps. In Section 3.2, 
Proposition 3.3 shows the untwisted counterpart of Corollaries 3.4 and 3.6 in [6] (see 
also (3.20) in [ 173 and the identity (2.40) above). Then, Proposition 3.4 shows how to 
compute coefficients of the identity in Proposition 3.1, namely coefficients of mono- 
mials in all the (double-indexed) formal variables not included in the vertex operators 
on the left-hand side of the identity in Proposition 3.1. This procedure improves and 
simplifies the analogous procedure in [6, Section 33. In fact, Section 3 of [6] did not 
show the general identities (multi-operator extensions of the Jacobi identity for 
Zz-twisted vertex operators) from which the coefficients are extracted (see [6], 
Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.8); using the present work, it is easy to conjecture such 
identities to be the Zz-twisted counterpart of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 
The closing part of the present paper (Section 3.3) contains a brief discussion of an 
analogy between the construction of Z,-twisted standard A\‘)-modules in [lo-131 
and the construction of untwisted standard A’,“-modules in [7-g]. The main point of 
this discussion is to emphasize far-reaching consequences (for standard modules of 
affine Lie algebras) of the differences between the Jacobi identity in the relative 
untwisted and the relative twisted formulations. 
1. Relative untwisted vertex operators 
In this paper we work over the field C. 
Relative vertex operators are introduced in [l, 21. In order to construct relative 
(untwisted) vertex operators and to recall the main theorem of [1,2], the Jacobi 
identity for relative vertex operators, it is necessary to recall a part of the setting of [S, 
Ch. 1,5 and 81. In the present section we recall some of the notations and the results of 
[2,5], that we shall use later. 
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Let L be a lattice with symmetric bilinear Q-valued form ( - , - ); h = L Bz C with 
the induced form also denoted by (. , . ). We assume that 
_h=_h*@?t, <_h*&) = 0, (1.1) 
and that the restriction of ( . , . ) to _h i is nondegenerate. For a E _h we denote by a’ the 
component of a in _h t. 
We recall from Ch. 1 of [S] the construction the untwisted affinization of& namely 
the Lie algebra 
h= U_h@t”@Cc (1.2) 
IIEZ 
with brackets determined by 
CGSI = 0, 
C~@~m,yO~“l =<~,Y)m~,+,,o &YE& m,nez. 
Then we have the Heisenberg algebra 




Also following [S, Ch. 11, we set 
in order to form the module 
N)z = ~(-h)Ou(~~@(@?Jt~)fDCc) C, (1.6) 
the induced h-module determined by & @ (IJ 0 to) acting trivially on C and c acting 
as 1 on C. 
As in Ch. 5 of [S], let (L, -) be a central extension of L by an s-element cyclic group 
{IC), write a HG for the map 2 + L and denote by 
co:LxL +z/sz 
the commutator map, so that aba -lb-’ = IP(“*~), for a, b EL (note that we use 
multiplicative notation in 2). Let o be a primitive sth root of 1 and set 
C(U, /?) = oP(~*~), for cl,/3 EL. Form the L-module 
C(L) = C[L]/(K - w)C[L], 
where C[ .] denotes the group algebra. For a ~2, denote by r(a) the image of a in 
C(L); then consider the action of t determined by 
m(b) = I(ab), m(b) = w(b), a,b EL, (1.7) 
and consider the action of h (h o_h = _h @ to) and of z* (h l _h, z a formal variable) on 
C(L) given by 
In(a) = (h,Z)r(a), z%(a) = z<**%(a), set. (1.8) 
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Note that these actions are well defined. Then form the space 
VL = M(l), 0 C(L) 3 (1.9) 
on which 2, &- and z”(h ~_h) are represented by acting either on M(1)Z or on C{L} and 
on which h ( = h 0 to) acts via the tensor product of the representations on M( 1)z and 
C&I* 
For a l _h, set 
a(z) = 1 (Lx @ tn)Z-“-1. (1.10) 
IlEZ 
We also recall the open colon normal ordering procedure in [S, Section 8.11 the 
expression enclosed between the open colons is to be reordered, if necessary, so that all 
the operators 
MO t”, aE_h, nc0, aEL 
are to be placed to the left of all the operators 
a@t”, za,a E_h, n 2 0, 
before the expression is evaluated. 
For a E 2, define 
= exp 
( 




foraEL,cr1,a2 ,..., akE_h,n,,n2 ,..., nkEZ+, set 
u = (tlr 0 t-“‘)(a2 6 tmn2) ..~(a~ @ t-““)z(a) E V, 
and, for vectors u of this form, define 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
The definition (1.13) determines a well-defined linear map 
J”L -, (End vL) {z}, U H Y*(u,z). (1.14) 
As in [2], where these operators first appeared, we shall call (1.13) the (untwisted) 
relative Vertex operator associated with u, relative to 5 *, or, more concisely, the relative 
vertex operator (associated with u). 
A discussion of the properties of the vertex operators (1.13) in the spirit of the 
definition of vertex operator algebras (cf. [S, Section 8.101) is contained in [2]. For the 
purpose of the present work we state only the main result, the Jacobi identity for 
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relative vertex operators, which generalizes the Jacobi identity of [S, Ch. 83: 
(yyv6’)zi%3(yg Y*(u,zl)Y*(u,z2) 
- c(~,i;)(~)-(“,6”.~la~~) Y*(u,z,)Y*(u,zl) 
( 1 ( ) 
ir’ 
= z;‘6 y Y*(Y*(u,zo)u,z2) y ) (1.15) 
where the vectors u and u have the form 
u=r@1(a), u=s@z(b)EVL (r,s EM(l)z,U,b EL). 
2. Standard representations of the untwisted affine Lie algebra A’/) 
In the rest of this paper we fix an arbitrary positive integer k. 
In this section, we recall the untwisted affine Lie algebra A’,“, also denoted $2, C), 
its standard level-k representations, obtained from the tensor product of k level 1 (or 
basic) representations, and some of the information obtained by applying the Jacobi 
identity(l.15) to A . \‘) In particular, we recall the “generalized commutation relations” 
(cf. [S, (4.23)]). 
2.1. The untwisted afJine Lie algebra A\” 
Let 
(2.1) 
be the vectors of the usual basis of g = g(2,C), the complex Lie algebra of the 2 x 2 
trace-zero matrices with brackets determined by 
C4X*al = f 2x+., [x,,x_,-j = a. (2.2) 
Denote 
<x,Y> = trxy, x,y~@,C). (2.3) 
Form the (infinite-dimensional) untwisted afine Lie algebra sl(2z) with basis 
{c,xOt”,xE~(2,C),mEZ} (2.4) 
and brackets determined by 
cc,s1m1 = 0, 
[xc3 t”,y 0 t”l = Cx,yI 0 tm+n + (X,Y)dn+n,oC, 
where x, y E d(2, C) and m, n E Z. 
(2.5) 
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Also form the affine Lie algebra 
d(2T) = $2T) @ Cd, (2.6) 
where [c, d] = [d, d] = 0 and the brackets of d and the elements ofd(2, C) @ C [t, t-i] 
are given by the derivation 1 Q t(d/dt). The element d is called the degree operator of 
the affine Lie algebra. In this paper we will not use the vertex operator algza 
counterparts of this degree operator, and, therefore, we will limit our study to s/(2, C). 
Also, following [S], we set 
x(z) = 2 (x @ t”)z_n-l, x E$(2,C), (2.7) 
IlEZ 
where z is a formal variable. Then, setting 
z=i-’ 
in (2.7), we observe that (2.7) agrees with 
x(6X 
in [S] (cf. [8, (2.31) and Proposition 4.41). 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
2.2. Untwisted level-k standard A’,“-modules 
Fix a positive integer k. Let L be the rank-k lattice given by the free abelian group 
generated by the elements 
1 1 1 
-ffi,-aZ,...,-ak 
2 2 2 
(2.10) 
and the rational-valued, nondegenerate, symmetric, Z-bilinear form determined by 
=~dij, i,jE{1,2,...,k}. (2.11) 
Let _h = L OzC, then _h can be written as 
_h=!!*W$, (2.12) 
where 
!?* = cao, a,, = al + ‘3 + **’ + &, 
_h; = c(al - c(2) + c(a, - c(J) + “’ + c(ak-1 - &) (2.13) 
(and (_h * ,_h $) = 0). This gives an example of the construction discussed in Section 1 in 
the following way (cf. [2, Ch. 141). In fact, using the notations of Section 1.1, consider 
the trivial central extension (we choose (K) to be the group of order 1) 
Z=L (2.14) 
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(for CI EL, we write ea E f, for the corresponding element), so that 
v, = W)z 0 CCLI. 




rc(c) = k, 
n(uQtm)=uoQtm, meZ, 
n(x,.(z)) = Y(e*‘l + e+‘o + ... + e+‘k,z), (2.17) 
where a0 is as in (2.13), where {em, CIE L} denotes the usual basis of the groups algebra 
CCL] with multiplication given by eaeB = ea + p, a,/? EL and when Y(o, z), v E V,, 
denotes the (general) vertex operator defined in [S, Ch. 81. (Note that the notation ea is 
(consistently) used for both elements of 2 and of CCL].) 
Note that, as vector spaces, 
V,=M(l),OC[L] z U(t;,)SC[L]. (2.18) 




(XJi = IJ _hi@ t”, 1 <i I k, 
nez,a<o 
we see that 
CCL] zC[PJOC[PJ@ *** @C[PJ. 
(2.19) 
Of course the case k = 1 of the construction (2.10)-(2.17) can be applied to a single 
+tIi for each ie{1,2 , . . . , k}. In particular, we obtain 
V+za, g S((-&) 8 CC&], 1 I i I k, (2.20) 
and we see that the representation (2.16)-(2.17) is isomorphic to the tensor product of 
the representations 
ni:$(23) +EndVp’pi, 15 i 5 k, (2.21) 
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determined by 
Xi(C) = 1) 
tti(C1@tm)=Cli@tm, meZ, 
7Ci(X*g(Z)) = Y(')(C?'"'yZ). (2.22) 
The upper index of the vertex operator Y”‘(e * “,z), which refers to ni(c) = 1, is 
introduced to avoid confusion with the notation for the vertex operator Y (e + OLi, z)
obtained in (2.17). Moreover, under the isomorphisms (2.18)-(2.20), the action of 
Y(e * ai, z) on V, coincides with the action of 1 @ ... @J 1 0 Y(‘)(e * OLi, z)@ 
l@ ... 6 1, where the nontrivial tensorand is in the ith position. 
The representation (2.16)-(2.17) is=pletely reducible and each irreducible com- 
ponent of it is a level-k standard $(2, C)-module. 
In the remaining part of this paper we will study the action on V, of the operators 
determined by 
z&z) = E~k)(a,z)x,(z)z-‘E~~,(a,z), (2.23) 
where 
Under the identification (2.8), (2.23) coincides with the “Z-operator” Z(a,[) in [8]) 
(cf. [S, (4.11)]). 
The representation (2.16)-(2.17) gives 
nZ(a, 4 = E&(ao7 4 Y z- 'E&ao, z) 
= ii1 E&x0, 4 Y(eai, z)z- ’ E&b, 4. (2.24) 
Using Ch. 4 of [5], the vertex operators Y(‘)(e”‘,z) can be written as 
Y(l)(e”, Z) = E,,( - ai, z)E&,( - ai, z)e”‘z”. (2.25) 
Since the projection of ai on _ht can be written as 
a~=ai_(tLi,CLg)a0=ai-5 l<i<k 




(a:,a{) = 2 - -, 
k 
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the Z-operator (2.24) is an example of relative vertex operator: 
= jl E;,( - u;,z)E&,( - ~:,z)z-leriz~*:z(l’k)ao 
(2.27) 
Note that, on the one hand, we use the direct sum of k copies of the d(2, C)-weight 
lattice to define the space V, and, on the other hand, we use only the $(2,C)-root 
lattice in place of the weight lattice to define the operators (2.24), (2.25) and (2.27). 
2.3. The Ai”-case of the relative untwisted Jacobi identity 
In the setting of the present section, consider the relative Jacobi identity for the 
vectors u = eai and v = eaj, 1 I i, j I k, and with the roles of the formal variables 
z1 and z2 reversed: 
Y* Vi, ~2) Y, (eaj, zd 
Y*(e”J, z2) Y*(eai, z2) 
. 
Using the properties of the delta functions, this identity can be written as: 
rey’k z& ‘6(iy) Y*(eai, z2) Y*(e*J, zl) 
- r+)2’*z,lh(ii*) Y*(e”j,zl)Y,(eal,z2) 
= Y.+(Y*(eai,zo)e”j,zl)z;‘6 
(z2 z, ZO)(“’ z, zo)-4. 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
Summing the indices i and j over { 1,2, . . . , k} and using the notation 
k 
v,= C eai, 
i=l 
(2.30) 
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we obtain 
~y)ieza5(y) Y*(u,,z2)Y*(u,,zl) 
- (yykz,16(~) Y*(u,,zl)**(uor,z2) 
= y*(y*(~cl,z~)~,,zl)z;l~ (‘2;zo)(ii’1zo)-~‘ik* 
Similarly, using the notation 
k 




- (yykz,lkp) Y*(u_,,zl)Y*(u,,z2) 
= Y*(Y*,u,,z,,u_~,zl)z;~6jli-To)(~~ao'k. 
and 
- (yy’kz;‘s~~) Y*(u_,,zl)Y*(u_,,z2) 





In order to extract detailed information from (2.31), (2.33) and (2.34), we compute 
(cf. [6; (3.46)]): 
Y.Ju,,z,,)u, = i E-( - a:,zo)eaiz$ i eai 
i=l j=l 
= ii1 E-( - a~,zO)eor,z$~~OLi)eai + 1 E-( - a:,zO)eariz$$*OLj)ea~ 
lsi#jsk 
= fl E-( - aj,zo)eoliz~-2’keai + c E,( - a:,zo)eorizg2’keaJ 
lsifjsk 
= i$l E-( - a~,zO)z$-2’ke2ai + c E-( - aj,z,,)z~2/kerr~+rrJ, 
lsi#jsk 
(2.35) 
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and, similarly, 
Y*(u,,z&_, = i E-( - &z,,)z~~+~‘~ + 1 E- (IX;, z~)z;‘%~~-~~ (2.36) 
i=l lri#jlk 
and 
Y&_cc,~o)~_r = 5 E-(cr;,~~)z;-~‘~e-~~i + 1 E-(a:,~~)~g2/k~-ai-ai. 
i=l lsi#jsk 
(2.37) 
Using (2.35), we see that the coefficients of z; l -(2/k) in (2.31) and in (2.34) give: 
(z2 - z,)(Z’k’Y*(u,Z2)Y*(U,Z1) - (Zi - z2)‘Z’k’Y*(u,Z1)Y*(U,Z2) = 0 (2.38) 
for u = u, or u = u-,; while, on the other hand, the coefficient of z; l -(2’k) in (2.31) 
gives 
(z2 - zl)-‘2’k’Y*(U,,Z2)Y*(u-,,Zl) - h - Z2)-(2’k)Y*(u-cl,zl)Y*(u,,Z2) 
= kD6(2)(2y-(a~‘k’ _ &)6@z;l(y”k’. (2.39) 
The identities (2.38) and (2.39) correspond to the “generalized commutation relations” 
of untwisted Z-operators in the case of A’,” (cf. [S, (4.23)]: use (2.27) of the present 
paper to compare (2.38) and (2.39) with the identity in [8]). 
Other identities are obtained by extracting the coefficient of z;“lk’ in the identities 
(2.31) and (2.34): 
(z2 - Zl) ‘2’k’-1Y*(u,Z2)Y*(u,Z1) + (z1 + z2) (2’k)-1 Y*(u,z1)Y*(u,zJ 
-b/k) 
) (2.40) 
where u = u, (resp. u = u_,) and 
uW = U(2) = CL c 
e”‘+clj 
Isi-cjsk 
(resp. uc2) = uCZ~ =x1 ii<jske -Ixiea’). These identities are the untwisted counterpart 
of the identity of Corollary 3.2 in [6]. 
3. Multi-operator extensions of the relative Jacobi identity and generating function 
identities for untwisted standard Al’)-modules 
In this section we extend the Jacobi identity relative untwisted vertex operators to 
a multi-operator identity in the A$” -case. Then, in Section 3.2, we obtain generating 
function identities for the untwisted standard A\‘)-modules as coefficients of some of 
the multi-operator identities, namely coefficients of monomials in the formal variables 
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not included in the vertex operators of the left-hand side of such identities. This allows 
us to compare the construction of the untwisted standard A\‘)-modules in [8] with the 
construction of the twisted standard A’$)-modules in [13]. 
3.1. Multi-operator extensions of the Jacobi identity for relative untwisted vertex 
operators: The A’,“-case 
The operations introduced in this section are the relative untwisted A’,‘) counterpart 
of the cross-brackets introduced in Section 1 of [6]. In particular, Proposition 3.1 is 
motivated by (1.23) in [6] and Proposition 3.2 extends Theorem 1.11 in [6]. 
Throughout the rest of this work we denote by k the same positive integer of the 
previous sections (see the setting of Section 2.2); we denote by v either u, or u_,; and we 
use double-index formal variables, which are independent except for the condition 
Zij= -Zji, i,j= 1,2 , *‘*9 n. (3.1) 
We begin with a recursive definition for n 2 2. We use the left-hand side of the 
relative Jacobi identity (1.15) as the first step of the definition: 
= (y)-)Z;:6(y) Y*(v,z,)Y*(v,zl) 
+ p~(a’*a’)z;;6(y) Y*(v,z1)Y*(v,z2) 
= (yy’kiziA5(y) Y*(v,z2)Y*(v,z1) 
+ ppyk’zL9(yq Y*(v,zl)Y*(v,z2). 





y* (VP Z”). (3.3) 
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Note that this expression exists in the sense of [S, Ch. 23. To motivate this definition 
(and part of the work in this section), compare (3.3) with the extended cross-bracket in 
c61, (1.23). 
In order to introduce and clarify the general case we first present he case of 3 vertex 
operators. Consider the expression 
-(2/W 
Y*(4 4 * 
Using the Jacobi identity (2.31) (respectively (2.34)), the expression (3.4) can be written 
as 
+ (SS)?,,(~) Y*(Y*(u,z2,)u,z,)z;’ 
xs(z2 ;%)r2 ;;2’)“‘“‘“‘(z2 ~~21)-~2’k’y*cu,z3,, 
which equals 
+ (~)t4’k)z;:6~~) Y*(Y*(u,z21)u,z1)Y*(u,zJ)z;1 
.*(z2 ;;21)r2 ;;21)‘“““‘, 
where the sign T is - (resp. + ) in the case u = u, (resp. u_& Then, using (2.35), 
(2.37) and the linearity of vertex operators, we see that the Jacobi identity in a more 
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general form (see (1.15)) can be applied so that this expression can be written as 
Summarizing we have the following extension of the relative untwisted Jacobi iden- 
tity: 
= y*(y*(~,z,,)y*(~,z21)z;‘~ (!yL)z;l(21&%) 
x(z3 11zIl)-~‘k)(12 ;;21)““““‘. 
(3.5) 
where the sign T is - (resp. + ) in the case u = u, (resp. II_,). 
Similarly, we obtain 
and therefore, using both the previous identities and the (two-operator) Jacobi 
identity, 
The existence of all the expressions in this section (in the sense of [S, Ch. 23) 
is obtained as a consequence of the existence of the corresponding expressions in 
[6, Section 11, (see Lemmas 1.1 and 1.3 in [6]). 
We now consider the general case. 
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Proposition 3.1. For each positive integer n 2 2, 
= y*(y*(~,z”l~y*(v,~n-1,1) .a. Y*(V,%,)U,Zl) i zl’ 
i=2 
(3-6) 
where the sign T is - (resp. + ) in the case v = u, (resp. v-,.) 
Proof, By induction on n. The case n = 2 gives the Jacobi identity in the version (2.3 1) 
and (2.34). Assume that the proposition holds for n - 1, then the left-hand side of (3.6) 
can be written as 
(W)O-1) 
Z"l - I6 
x { *** {Y*hz2) xz,,y*(wl)J 
-(2/k) y* (UP =,I 
Wk)(n-1) 
Zlll - ‘6 Y*(& Y*(Y*(v, zn- 1.1) 
WW-1) 
n-1 
x n zlls 
i=2 
T (a&) 
G-1 - zn-l,l 
=1 





>,WkJ ... (” ;~21)“~oi”’ 
-(2/k) z _ z1 




x zl,’ 6 Y*(~,Z,)Y*(Y*(~,Z,-l,l)Y*(V,Z,-2,1)”’ Y*(u,z21)v,z1) 
n-1 
X y*(~*(~,Z”-l,l)y*(~,Z”-,,,) *.. Y*(u,z,,)u,z)Y*(u,z,) n z;‘6 zi 
i=2 ( > 
X 
( 
Z,_l - z,-1.1 T(ao’k) 
) ( 
z,_2 - Z,_2,1 FbsJk) 
Zl Zl 
) . . . (z2 3’“:“‘. 
Then we evaluate the expression 
= 
i E-( - 4,,Z,-,,l)~+( - a:,,Z,-l,l)e,,,Z~~~l,, 
Il.L,...,i”-l=l 
xE-( - CX:,,Z~_~,~)E+( - CII,,Z,_~,~)~~~~~:L~,~ ... 
E-( - &,,zzl)E+( - ~lf,_~,z~~)e~~~~,z~i.-ae~~“~l 
= i E-( - &z,-I,I)E+( - &A-I,I) 
il,i~,...,inmi=l 
XE-( - c&Z,-2,1)E+( - c&Z”-2.1) . ..E-( - ~lf,_~,z2JE+( - c1:,-~,z21) 
xZEyi+ ...a;m_x>Z(+:,+ ,.,r:._,> *++z<a’; 
n-2,1 21”-’ 
,aj”_,>e”i,+“;z+ ‘.’ +a; n-1 (3.7) 
(here we use u = u,, the case u = u-, is obtained replacing each c1 by - a) and we see 
that the coefficients of 
z;Al,Jz;:2*1 *a-z !8’ 
are vectors of the form (1.12) with @‘~+~iz+ ‘.. a~.~, in place of ~(a). Then we apply the 
Jacobi identity (1.15) to each of these vectors in place of u and u as in the statement of 
the proposition. The linearity of the vertex operators gives the proposition, 0 
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The identity (3.6) can be generalized following the procedure of [6, Section 11. 
Consider the expression 
Y*((Y*(WI) X,n,{Y*(~IZn-l,l)X,“_l.a ‘.‘{Y*(~,Z31)X,,,Y*(~,Z21~} “‘} WI) 
(3.8) 
As in Section 1 of [6], on the one hand, the expression (3.8) can be written in terms 
of cross-products of the form of the left-hand side of (3.6), and, on the other hand, (3.8) 
is equal to the following: 
In order to write explicitely a Jacobi identity involving the expression (3.9) and 
more general extensions of the same kind, we need the following doubly recursive (on 
the indeces r and k -j) definition (see the definition at the beginning of Section 1.3 in 
[6]). Let n be a positive integer; let Vi,, Viz, . . . , uin be a family of vectors in a vertex 
operator algebra and let (i, i,- 1,, . . . , iI) be a permutation of (n, n - 1, . . . , 1). For 
1 <j<k<n,define 





= y*~~i~~“in-~~~~~~~i~~Zin~Zin-~~~~~~Zi,~{Zi,i,~S > t);r- l;Cr,nl) (3.11) 
(note that this expression does not depend on j), and, on the other hand, for 
I<r<j<k<n 
for i, > T for all 1 such that j < I I k, and denoting bikik_i..,i, the cyclic permutation 
(ikik - 1 * . * ij), define 
Y*(Ui,, uin-l ,...,~i~;Zi~,Zi~-~,-..,Zi~;{Zi.ir,S > t);r;Cj,k]) 
X Y*(ui,,Uin-l,...,Uil;Zin,~i,-l,...,Zil;{~i,it,~ > t};r;[j,k - 11) 
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x y*(~i,,~i,-,,...,~i,;zi,,Zi,-,,... 9zi,;{Zi.it~S > t};cCj + l,kl). (3.12) 
The existence of all the expressions involved in this definition is again seen by means 
of the same argument used in [6] (see [6, Section 1.31). 
Using this definition and Proposition 3.1 applied to (3.8), we see that the expression 
(3.9) is equal to the expression 
Y*(V,U,...,u;Zn,Zn-l, **+~zl;{zi.it~S > t};1;C29nl)9 (3.13) 
and that the following proposition, which extends Theorem 11.1 in [6], holds. 
Proposition 3.2. For 1 I m <j I n, 
Y*(a, a ,...,U;zn,zn-l,...,Z1; Z&it, { s > t};m - l;[m,n]) 
= Y*(Y*(.*. Y*(Y*(~,z,,)Y*(r,z,-I,,) *** 
x Y*(u,z,+l,m)u,Zm,nr-1) . ..u.z&z1) 
(3.14) 
where the sign T- is - (resp. + ) in the case u = u, (resp. u = L,) and the formal 
variables zio are equal to zi. 
3.2. Generating function identities for the untwisted standard Ai”-modules 
As in the previous section, the vector u will denote either u, or L,. We extend this 
notation in a similar way: the vector u(“), n any nonnegative integer, shall be used as 
#O = #O = LI c 
e”‘t+“‘z+ ‘.. +a,. (3.15) 
lsil<i3<...<in~k 
or as 
#O = u’$ = 
c 
,-(2i,-dli,- ,,. -Olin (3.16) 
1~il<i2<--.4in~k 
In particular, u(O) = e” = 1 and u(l) = u. 
We also introduce the following notation. We denote 
SO,” = 1, 51.V = Y*(a,zr), 
52,” = (z2 - z,)‘2’k’-1Y*(U,Z2)Y*(u,Zr) + (z1 - Zz)(2’k)-1 Y*(u,z1)Y*(u,z*) 
(the coefficient of z; (*lk) in the Jacobi identity (2.31)), and, in general, recursively as in 
the definitions (3.2) and (3.3), 
<“,” = (z, - Z1)(*(“-l)‘k)-lY*(u,Z,)5,_l,” 
+ (zl _ Z,)(*(*- 1)/k)- 1 &_ l,““fr’ (,>-(*,, Y*(u,z,). (3.17) 
i=l z1 
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Note that (3.17) is the coefficient of 
ZII, 1-(2@- 1)/k) z;j;C,“; 2)/k) . . . z;1’2/W 
in (3.3), which can also be written as 
(z, _ Z1)t2(n- 1)/k)-1 (z,_l _ Z1)(2(n-2VWi ...(z2 _ Z1)WW-l 
x Y*(r,z,)Y*(&z,-1) *** Y*(v,z,) 
+ (z, _ z1)(2Wl)/k)-1(Z,_1 _ z1)(W-2M)-1 ...(z3 _ Z1)W/W(Z1 _ z2)WW1 
x Y*(r,z,)Y*(WI-1) ... ~*(~,~3)~*(~,~1)~*(~,~2) 
+ (z, _ Zl)(2(~-lWl(Z,_1 _ zl)(2(n-2Wl . . . (zl _ z3)W/W- l(z2 _ Zl)(2/J+ 1 




+ (z, _ zl)(2(n-W-l(Z,_1 _ Zl)(20-2Wl ...(zl _ z3)WW-l(Zl _ Z2)(21k)-l 
x y*(v,zn)y*(~~z”-l) *.’ Y*(~,Zl)Y*(V,Z2) 2 
0 
-(2/W 
y* 04 z3) 
+ 
. . . + (zl _ Z,)(2(n-lf/W1(Zl _ Zn_l)(2(n-2Yk)-l . ..@l _ z3)W’+-1 
-(2/W 
Y*(4z3) 
In the rest of our construction, we shall use the following proposition, which 
generalizes (2.40) and is the untwisted counterpart of Corollary 3.6 in [6] (see also 
(3.20) in [17], the analogous identity named the representation of the (twisted) 
parafermion algebra). 
Proposition 3.3. For each positive integer n I k, 
(z2 - Zl)f2”‘k)-1 Y*(v,z2)Y*(v(~),z1) + (z1 - z2)@n’k)-l Y*(vyz1)Y*(v,z2) 
= (n + l)Y*(v’“+‘),zl)z;‘s z 2 3(ao’k), 
( )( > 
(3.18) 
where the sign f is equal to - (resp. + ) in the case v@) = I$) (resp. vCi) = d?“, for 
i = l,n,n + 1). 
Proof. Consider the relative Jacobi identity (1.15) in the case 
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respectively, 
n = e-Q, v = ,-cr,,-Cq- ‘.. -a. L” 
where all the indices range in { 1,2,. . . , k) and the indices ir, i2, . . . , i, are distinct: 
(3.19) 
Using the properties of the delta functions, and summing the indices we obtain 
(3.20) 
Thus the left-hand side of (3.18) is immediately seen to be the coefficient of z,‘~“‘~) of 
this identity. 





fa,~O)~(;), = C E-( T &zo)e+aizO- 1~~~ 
i=l 
= ii/( Tcr;,Zo)e,,i 
. . 
1 stl<tl< <i,Ik,ij=i 
k 
+ 1 E-( f&z0)e~., c 
<a;,a,s +a,*+ ‘.’ +oL,.> 
zo 
e *cc,> *a,> * (., *I*. I” 
i=l l~il<il<...<i.~k,i,#i 
= jl E-( Ta~,zo)e,.iz~-(2”‘k’ C e +u,% +a,* f... +a;” 
l~i,<i*<...<i,~k,ij=i 
k 
+ 1 E-( fctf,zo)e+.iz;(2”‘k) c e- tI 
+a *ai f .,, *a,” 
i=l 1~il<i3i...<in~k,i,#i 
= iil E-( +CI:,Zo)Z:-(2n’k) c 
e +a, +a,> fcQa +“’ +a,” 
1 si,<i2< . ..<&sk.ij=i 
k 
+ c E-( Tcr:,z,)zp”‘k) c 
e *a, +att +a& + “’ fir,” . 0 (3.21) 
i=l llil<i.<...<i.~k,i,#i 
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The following proposition is then obtained as a particular coefficient, namely the 
coefficient of 
=lz, 1 -Wn- W-(:(y WI . __ &2/k) n , 
in Proposition 3.1. 
Proposition 3.4. For each positive integer n I k, andfor u cand u(“) as in (3.15) and (3.16) 
we have the following identity: 
gn+ = n!Y,(v(“),z,) fi ~1’6 z 
i= 1 ( >i > 
: r(uO’k), (3.22) 
where each T is - (resp. +) in all the case v = v, (resp. u = up,). 
Proof. By definition, &,v is the coefficient of 
in the expression defined in (3.2) and (3.3). 
We shall show the result of the proposition by induction on n. The case n = 1 is 
trivial. (The case n = 2 is (2.40), obtained extracting the coefficient of ~0~“~) in the 
Jacobi identity (2.31)) Assuming that the case n .- 1 holds, namely that 
n-1 
Ll,” = (n _ l)! y*(u(“- ‘),zl) fl zi ‘6 z 
i=l ( >( > 
: T(an’k), (3.23) 
then we have that 
5”,U = (z, - Z1)(2(“-1p’k)- l Y*(v,z&_ 1,” 
+ (zl _ _#W- 1)/k) - 1 sn- l,v ;t (;)-t2’k’ Y*(u,zJ 
n-l 
= (2” - Zl) (2(n-l+)- 1 Y*(“,J,)@ - l)! y*(t)(“-Q1) n z;‘6 3 
i=l ( >( 3 > 
T @o/k) 
21 21 
+ (zl - zn)‘2’“- iUk)- ‘(n - l)! Y*(d”- l), zl) 
n-l 
(2(n-Wk)- 1 Y*(",ZJ@ - q!y*(v'"-l',z,) JJ z;‘a zi ( >( zi > 
T @o/k) 
= (zn - Zl) 
i=l Zl Zl 
+ (zl - 2,)(2(“-i)‘k)- ‘(12 - l)! Y*(fF l),zl)Y*(u,z,) 
Then applying Proposition 3.3 we obtain the desired identity. 0 
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Form= 1,2 , . . . , k, consider the identity 
(a1 + GI2 + .** + a,)’ 
=a1 +a2+ ... +a, 
_ (a1 + a2 + a-* + a,,q + a2 + ... + ak) 
(aI + a2 + e.. + aJ 
2k 
= al + a2 + 1.. +a,-_(a, +a2+ . 
=- (a,+1 + am+2 + ... + ad’, 
and, consequently, 
Y,(e orl+aa+.“+olm,s) = e,,oy*(e-am_I+um+z-~ 
and 
Y* (v:m’, z) = e,OY,(v’k,m),~), 1 I m I k. 
+ ak) 
(3.24) 
The following proposition is the untwisted counterpart of the Lepowksy-Wilson 
generating function identities (see [13, Theorem 12.101 and also, for comparison with 
the present approach, see [6, Proposition 3.9 and Theorem 3.101) for constructing 
bases of the twisted standard A\‘)-modules, or, equivalently, for constructing bases for 
the spaces of C-disorder fields of twisted parafermion algebras (see [17, Section 31; 
also, for the detailed analogy between Lepowsky-Wilson identities and the construc- 
tion in [17], see [6, Sections 3.3 and 3.41). 
Proposition 3.5. For any nonnegative integer n such that 0 I k - n I n, 
n! 
CW. = (k _ n)! eao5k-n*o-a i=k_n+ 1 
fi z; ‘6 ($$““’ ;a (~)-“ao’k’, (3.25) 
and, similarly, for n I k - n, 
Proof. Let 0 I k - n I n, then, using (3.22) and (3.24), 
-(a&) 
-@o/k) 
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(3.27) 
3.3. Conclusion 
In these final remarks we point out an analogy between the construction of 
Z,-twisted standard A’,‘)-modules in [lo-131 and the construction of untwisted 
standard A’,‘)-modules in [7-g]. The analogy is based on the comparison of the 
generating function identities for the twisted standard A\‘)-modules (see [13, Theorem 
12.101 and, for our purposes, see [6, Proposition 3.91) and their untwisted counterpart 
in Proposition 3.5 above. As mentioned above, the combinatorial complexity of the 
twisted case with respect to the less difficult untwisted case is mainly due to the 
presence of two terms on the right-hand side of the Zz-twisted versions of the Jacobi 
identity in place of the single term of the untwisted versions. In this sense we argue 
that particular aspects of the Jacobi identity have far-reaching consequences in 
the construction of standard A\‘)-modules. In fact, on the one hand, the results of 
[6, Section 31 show the (relative twisted) Jacobi identity structure of the main part of 
the calculations (the generating function identities) that led Lepowsky and Wilson to 
construct bases for the twisted standard A’,‘)-modules and to the Lie-theoretical proof 
and generalization of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities (see [ 131). On the other hand, 
Section 3 of the present paper presents the untwisted counterpart (from the point of 
view of the Jacobi identity for relative vertex operators) of the study of twisted 
standard A\‘)-modules in Sections 11 and 12 of [13]. In particular, Proposition 3.5 of 
the present paper shows the untwisted counterpart of the Lepowsky-Wilson generat- 
ing function identities (see Theorems 12.10 and 12.13 in [13]). Then, the method of 
[ 13, Section 131 can be applied (in the untwisted combinatorial context), and it is easy 
to conjecture a result equivalent o the combinatorial conditions for the construction 
of bases of untwisted standard A’,l)-modules discovered by Lepowsky and Prime (see 
[8, Sections 5 and 6]), whose method, it is important to say, is a direct application of 
the “generalized commutation relations” (2.38) and (2.39) in the present paper and of 
the identity (3.24) here (cf. [S], (4.23) and Theorem 4.5)]. 
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